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BEST QUALITY
We work in partnership with our suppliers to ensure we deliver consistent 

quality every time. We guarantee that our hire and sales products will meet 

and conform or exceed all statutory requirements and not let you down.

OUR CUSTOMER PROMISE IS TO DELIVER:

Altrad Generation is one of the largest suppliers of Scaffolding, Temporary 

Fencing and Access. Also supplying to multiple sectors in Groundworks, 

Safety, Edge Protection and within Ireland, formwork and falsework.

BEST PRICES
We use our position as the largest supplier of scaffolding, fencing and access 

products to negotiate the best rates for you. We guarantee you will get the 

best value products and service when you hire or buy from us.

BEST PARTNERSHIP
We provide a full range of engineering, design and business services to 

partner and work with our customers. Talk to us today about how we can 

help you to grow your business.

BEST AVAILABILITY 
We have the largest available inventory of temporary fencing, water filled 

and pedestrian barrier products. Our branch network and delivery fleet will 

ensure that we deliver what you need, when you need it.  
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Shaping The Future Of Construction & Industry.
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Prior to using any Strongboy masonry support, you should identify that this is a suitable method 
to carry out the intended works. If in doubt, consult a structural engineer.

You must correctly identify all loading that the Strongboys will have to support. The total load may 
simply be the masonry above the opening, but it will also include loads from a floor and/or a roof 
that is supported by the wall. Floor loading may need to include any heavy furniture in an upstairs 
room, a full bath, people walking on the supported floor, etc. Roof loading includes supported 
timbers/steelwork, roof tiles, loft mounted water tanks and the like.

It is recommended that only one single opening in any one length of wall be created at any given 
time.

You should check that the wall masonry and any floor/roof timbers are in good condition prior to 
any work being carried out as remedial work may be needed prior to the opening being altered or 
created.

Strongboy Masonry support is not recommended to be used to provide temporary support to 
unstable structures.

You should obtain competent structural engineering advice if there is any doubt about the condi-
tion of the structure or the nature of the loading, or if any unusual loads are suspected.
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Mark the wall in the correct position where the Strongboy is to be inserted.

Scrape or grind out the mortar, or remove a brick prior to insertion of the Strongboy in the identi-
fied position. Always ensure the underside of the brick to be supported is clean and will sit flat on 
the blade of the Strongboy.

The Strongboy is designed for use with standard telescopic screw props with a 6” x 6” (150 x 
150mm) head. Strongboys should not be used on struts as these have a much smaller head. The 
prop should only be placed on firm, flat, compacted ground that is capable of supporting the 
load. A sole board should be placed under each prop - eg 18” x 9” x 1½” (450 x 225 x 36mm)

Hold prop vertically upright with one hand close to where the intended usage is.

With your other hand holding the supporting web, tilt leading edge of Strongboy blade up approx-
imately 30 degrees.

Slide the rear end of the Strongboy over the top plate of the prop and hook the retaining bar at 
the rear end of the Strongboy over the prop plate.

Lower the leading edge of the Strongboy blade until the web bracket is located against the verti-
cal tube of the plate and the blade of the Strongboy is horizontal.

To check the Strongboy is correctly engaged, pull the front edge of the blade down. The Strong-
boy should not move.

The Strongboy may now be manoeuvred into the correct position for use. Insert the blade into 
the mortar space or brick hole until the blade is at least at the same depth as the rear of the brick 
on the leaf of the wall which is intended to be supported. Where possible the Strongboy should 
be inserted until the tip of the web is nearly touching the wall.

Ensuring the prop remains completely vertical and in plumb, tighten the collar of the prop until 
the Strongboy and prop are fully engaged with the wall and do not move. Do not over tighten as 
that may cause the blade to bend. Hand tight is generally sufficient. Over tightening may damage 
the brickwork and the prop and Strongboy and may cause the blade to slide out of the brickwork.
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Maximum load bearing capacity of 340 Kgs per unit (750lb).

Maximum safe working height 3 metres from firm base.

The distance between props should be calculated from the assessment of the loading, but in any 
case, it should not exceed 3ft or 900mm.

Always have the loadings checked and use the correct number of Strongboys for the job. If in 
doubt, you should obtain competent structural engineering advice.

If the width of the intended opening is greater than 4m we recommend that the props be hori-
zontally laced and diagonal braced together using scaffolding poles and proprietary couplings.

The Strongboy can be used on single or double skin walls where each leaf is up to 4 ½” (112mm) 
thick. If double skin, the maximum cavity is 2” (50mm). Ensure the blade of the Strongboy is fully 
supporting the second skin.

Check that the prop is not working loose on a regular basis – eg continuously while the opening is 
being made, otherwise daily. Arrange the work so that the Strongboys and props are not knocked 
or displaced. If this could happen then lacing and bracing using scaffold poles and fittings can 
help prevent accidental movement (standard fittings onto the prop inner tube and 68.3mm 
fittings onto the outer tube).
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Disclaimer & Copyright

Disclaimer 
Whilst Generation (UK) Ltd has taken every reasonable effort to ensure the information contained 
within this publication is correct and complete at the time of printing, you should be aware 
that there will be periodical changes and Generation (UK) Ltd does not accept any liability for 
any inconvenience, loss or damage caused as a result of any inaccuracy or omission within this 
publication. 

Copyright
No unauthorised reproduction of any images, text or other matter contained herein is permitted. 
All rights are expressly reserved, including copyright, design right, moral and patent rights (where 
applicable). We reserve the right to take legal action in respect of any infringement of said rights.
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